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Dressing atoms with radio-frequency and microwave radiation opens up new possibilities for
ultra-cold atoms, or a BEC, in new types of atom trap and in new topologies of waveguides
[1,2]. This is because of the flexibility inherent in the vector coupling of a magnetic dipole
moment to electromagnetic fields which can be varied in time, frequency, orientation and
space. This may in turn result in quantum technology applications to sensing (with ring traps
and gyroscopes [3,4]), metrology, interferometry and atomtronics as well as applications to
atomic lattice physics [5,6].
In this talk we give three recently developed applications of dressed atom theory which are
relevant to experiments in interferometry and quantum technology: the first shows how
microwaves can be used to make symmetric ringtraps [4], and the second shows how
“double-dressing” with radiofrequency and microwave fields can be used to optimise realistic
field inhomogeneities in matter-wave bubbles. The third application analyses the microwave
spectroscopy of radio-frequency dressed states: this is relevant to experiments developing
rotation sensors based on the Sagnac effect with matter-waves [7].
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